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The purpose of this project was to distinguish between the karst and pseudokarst
caves throughout Mississippi, create an inventory and survey of representative caves and
karst features, identify the geology of the rocks hosting the caves, and produce a GISbased digital karst map. Mississippi is not known for its karst features, yet there are three
distinct regions that contain dissolution caves: 1) Paleozoic (Mississippian) limestone; 2)
Mesozoic carbonate units; and 3) Cenozoic limestone. There are 44 known caves within
the state based on past documentation, however they are not differentiated between karst
or pseudokarst features. This study located and mapped 20 caves, of which 18 were karst
caves and two were pseudokarst caves. Four of these caves were newly discovered karst
caves, increasing the state total to 48; however two karst caves were connected, which
makes the final state total 47 caves. There were 28 caves that were not surveyed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to distinguish between karst and pseudokarst caves,
locate, map and describe the karst caves, identify the geology of the rocks hosting the
caves, and provide a representative sample of the caves and karst features of the State of
Mississippi in a digital format. The assemblage of the project data will be used in the
U.S. digital karst mapping project. This survey of the caves and karst features adds new
information to the known geology of Mississippi. The primary method of data collection
for this project was field exploration to discover and rediscover caves and karst features
through out the state and to document the host geology, size, and shape of each cave.
Intensive study of the Mississippi Geological Survey Bulletins, Mississippi road maps,
local residents and knowledge of previous Mississippi cavers were used to determine the
best place to explore. Handheld GPS units were used to designate cave location. When
possible each cave was surveyed using standard cave surveying techniques; compass,
inclinometer, and tape (Dasher, 1994). The cave data and hand sketches produced for
each cave were used to create a digital cave map using digitizing computer software. The
data resulting from this work will help the funding source for this project; the National
Cave and Karst Research Institute (NCKRI), better understand the geology of
Mississippi. It will also help protect new and old caves that are found in the state. It will
1
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also help fill in the gap for the state of Mississippi in the U.S. Digital Karst Map project
of the United States Geological Survey (USGS).

The hypotheses of this project are:
1) That the known caves of Mississippi can be located, mapped and described
using modern techniques and protocols;
2) That the geologic units hosting the caves can be defined;
3) That karst and pseudokarst caves can be distinguished; and
4) That the collected data can be put in a digital format for use by the NCKRI and
USGS.
The objective of this study is to provide a database of the dissolutional caves of the State
of Mississippi. Mississippi has had little physical karst science work performed in the last
30 years; as a result, Mississippi is not nationally known for its caves.

Historical Setting
Mississippi is named after the Mississippi River, and the name is derived
from an old Native American word which means “Father of Waters”. The actual
translation comes from a few Native American tribe words: 1) Chippewa the word “mici
zibi” meaning “great river”, and 2) Algonquin word “Messipi”. Historical and
archeological records (Watson, 1974) indicate that in most cases the Native Americans
used caves as shelters; however, in Mississippi the evidence suggests the Native
Americans did not use Mississippi caves as a shelter. This absence of use is probably

because the caves of Mississippi are fairly small and the four or five caves that are large
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enough to be used as shelter have a stream running through or out of them year round.
The only cave known to have been used as a shelter is Nanih Waiya Cave, a pseudokarst
feature. European settlers apparently also did not make much use of caves in Mississippi,
the most notable exception being the artificial caves constructed in 1863 for protection
during the siege of Vicksburg.
The original Mississippi Territory was a strip of land that extended 100 miles
north to south and from the Mississippi River to the Chattahoochee on the west side of
the Georgia border. This territory was extended twice; once in 1802 and again in 1812 to
reach from Tennessee to the Gulf of Mexico. The first territorial capital was placed in
Natchez in 1802. In 1817 the western portion of the territory became the State of
Mississippi and the eastern portion became the Territory of Alabama. Mississippi
became the 20th state in the Union on December 10, 1817. The capital was moved from
Natchez to Jackson in 1822. Jackson is still the capital of the state and the largest
metropolitan area.
Physiographic Setting
Mississippi is located in the south central portion of the United States. It
has a longitude of 88 degrees 7 minutes West to 91 degrees 41 minutes West; and latitude
of 30 degrees 13 minutes North to 35 degrees North. Mississippi is 340 miles long by
170 miles wide. Mississippi is bordered to the north by Tennessee and to the south by
Louisiana and the Gulf of Mexico. It is bordered to the east by Alabama and to the west
by Arkansas and Louisiana. The state covers 48,434 square miles total area, with 1,520
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square miles covered by water (3%) The mean elevation of the state is 300 feet above
sea level, a result of the state being predominantly in the Mississippi Embayment. This
factor is important because the low-relief setting of the cave-bearing counties in
Mississippi means a low hydrologic gradient, which can be expected to influence cave
development, and to influence cave location and cave exploration.
Climate
Mississippi averages 56 inches of rainfall a year, with that rain falling year round.
Evapotranspiration averages around 36 inches, producing a large positive water budget
for Mississippi. The mean annual temperature is ~ 64 degrees F. Winter temperatures
can get as cold as -19 degrees F, with an average of 48 degrees F, while summer
temperatures can reach a maximum of 115 degrees F, with summer averages around 80
degrees F. The ample rainfall and warm temperatures create a long growing season with
a large amount of biological productivity. Decay of biological debris, and high activity
by soil microbes, produces significant soil CO2 that creates low pH levels as H2CO3
(carbonic acid). This acid drives dissolution of the limestone bedrock in the state. From
a climatic viewpoint, Mississippi has the necessary conditions for good cave and karst
development.

CHAPTER II
MISSISSIPPI GEOLOGY
Geologic Settings
The State of Mississippi is dominated by a broad trough of post Paleozoic
sediments occupying a low-relief feature called the Mississippian Embayment (ME). The
ME is a broad south-dipping trough that has been filled with Upper Cretaceous and
Paleogene marine and marginal marine sedimentary rocks, with a covering of Pliocene
and Pleistocene fluvial sediments. The axis of the ME roughly follows the present course
of the Mississippi River. The ME is dominated by northeast-striking faults that are midPaleozoic age (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Northern most extent of Mississippi embayment.
The faulted crust moved west ward over the Bermuda hotspot in mid-Cretaceous time,
causing crustal uplift of 1 to 3 km. This uplifting process resulted in a stretching and
thinning of the lithosphere. The ME axial uplift follows the northeast trend of fractured
crust along the Mississippi Valley Graben complex. (Cushing, 1963; Cox, 1997; 2002)
While the ME region was being uplifted erosional processes were also taking
place. Erosional thinning of the crystalline crust and unloading of the crust also produced
effects on the uplift. The eroded crystalline material was replaced with sediments. The
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differences in the isostatic effects of the erosion of denser crystalline rock, and of the
loading by sedimentary deposits arose due to the typically lower density of the sediment
fill relative to the eroded rock. As the Mississippi Valley Graben complex moved
westward off the Bermuda hotspot it started to subside, the subsidence of the down warp
driven by the cooling of the elevated mantle area.
Before the uplift of the ME area an Early Cretaceous carbonate platform stretched
unbroken around the northern margin of the Gulf of Mexico. This platform stretched
from the Bahamas to Mexico and farther south. This carbonate belt suggests that no
clastic sediments from the interior of the continent were being discharged into the Gulf
during this time (Early Cretaceous). However, during the Cenomanian and Turonian
(Late Cretaceous) these carbonate sediments disappeared from the northern Gulf region
and were replaced with clastic sediments. These clastic sediments include the
Tuscaloosa, Woodbine, and Eagle Ford formations.
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Figure 2. Sedimentary deposits from Cretaceous.
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Figure 3. Sedimentary deposits from Tertiary.
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Figure 4. Sedimentary deposits from Quaternary.
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Figure 5. Sedimentary deposits from Paleozoic to Quaternary.
The ME trough is filled with Upper Cretaceous and Paleogene marine and
marginal marine sedimentary rocks. These sediments are overlain by Pliocene and
Quaternary fluvial sediments. At the point where the ME meets the Gulf of Mexico
coastal plain the Upper Cretaceous and Cenozoic sediments are 2 km thick. The Upper
Cretaceous sedimentary strata overlies Paleozoic Ozark facies in the northern ME and the
Ouachita basinal facies in the southern ME with angular unconformities. Only the
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extreme northeast corner of Mississippi still has Paleozoic rocks exposed, the rest of the
state is entirely coastal plain sediments of the ME.

Figure 6. Map of Mississippi with counties names that fall within the
limestone outcrop regions

Karst Geology of Mississippi

13

Karst is defined as “A type of topography that is formed on limestone, gypsum,
and other soluble rocks, primarily by dissolution. It is characterized by sinkholes, caves,
and underground drainage” (Neuendorf, and others, 2005, p. 348). Dissolutional caves
act as conduits that deliver (or delivered in the past) groundwater through the subsurface.
Conduit flow is unusual to most hydrologists. An examination of hydrology texts in use
today commonly shows that these texts have only a few pages devoted go karst, caves,
and conduit flow. The United States is twenty percent karst; east of Tulsa, Oklahoma it is
forty percent karst (Karst Waters Institute, 2006).

Understanding cave and karst

processes is important both nationally and at the state level. Water in karst systems can
flow long distances in short time periods, without filtration, to unexpected destinations.
Water quantity and quality issues in karst areas are problematic as most land-use
professionals are ignorant of karst processes. To understand water flow in karst areas, the
cave conduits that carry the vast majority of the flow must be located and characterized.
The first step in such a process is to locate the dissolutional caves and scientifically
describe them. As noted earlier, Mississippi currently lacks a meaningful database on its
caves and karst features. While caves in Mississippi are not abundant, they are locally
important and their description and characterization are important to land use in the state.
Differentiating karst from pseudokarst is also important. Pseudokarst is defined as “A
karst like terrain having closed depressions, sinking streams, and caves, but produced by
processes other than dissolving of rock.” (Neuendorf, and others, 2005, p. 523). The
laymen commonly call any overhanging rock ledge or eroded hollow in a river bank, a
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cave. Pseudokarst caves that are a small chamber or just an overhanging ledge are
commonly called shelter caves by the speleological community (McClurg, 1973). It is
important that people in the State of Mississippi understand which landforms are caused
by karst processes, and which are not, as successful land use will require knowing the
underlying processes. This will help landowners who farm, or raise cattle, to better
understand the land from a hydrological standpoint and what might be more beneficial to
their crop or animals.
There are three main karst regions in the state of Mississippi (Figures 6 and 7).
The first area is developed in Paleozoic limestone of Mississippian age that outcrops in
the extreme northeast portion of the state in Tishomingo County. The limestone is in the
Tuscumbia Formation in the Iowa Group. The second area is in Mesozoic units that
outcrop diagonally through the center of the state from north to southeast, through the
Tippah and Union Counties. The limestone is in the Ripley Formation in the Cretaceous
(Gulf) series. The third and final outcrop area is found in Cenozoic limestones that trends
from east to west through the center of the state, and the counties are Wayne, Jones,
Jasper, Smith, Rankin, and Warren. These limestones are the Glendon and the Marianna
Formations of the Vicksburg Group.
Locating and mapping of caves is the first step in understanding karst landforms
in any region. As cave maps have become the basic unit of information about the
subsurface in karst, creating those maps requires proper practices (Mylroie and
Sasowsky, 2004). The importance of this cave mapping project is indicated by its
support through the National Parks Service, the United States Geologic Survey, and the

National Cave and Karst Research Institute, along with funding from Mississippi State
University.
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Figure 7. Three distinct karst regions: 1) Paleozoic; 2) Mesozoic; and 3)
Cenozoic. The units are described further in the text (Map
received from David Ray Williamson).
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There are a total of forty-four caves located within the state based on the “Caves
of Mississippi” book published in 1974 by Leslie Knight, Bobby Irby, and Steve Carey
(Knight and others, 1974). The caves were numbered 1 through 43; a 44th cave,
Unknown Cave in Copiah County, was not numbered (Table 1). The authors of Knight
and others (1974) were recreational cavers who focused more on cave locating, cave
mapping, and the fun of new exploration. At the current moment the Knight and Others
(1974) count has not been totally assessed. Some of the listed caves are clearly
pseudokarst features, based on the written descriptions and their location outside of
known soluble rock areas. Based on Knight and others (1974), there are seven counties
that fall within the three limestone regions, containing a total of 31 caves. There are 10
counties that are not within the main limestone outcrop regions, containing thirteen caves,
most of which are believed to be pseudokarst features (Table 1).
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Table 1. List of Caves per County. (Knight and others, 1974)
Counties
Attala

Benton

Calhoun

Claiborne
Clarke
Copiah
Jasper
Jones

Lauderdale
Rankin
Smith

Tippah

Tishomingo

Union

Caves

MS Cave #

Number of Caves
per County

Kosciusko Cave
Zilpha Creek Cave

37
38

2

Lead Cave
Spider Lead Cave

22
23

2

Bounds Cave
Sandy Hills Cave

41
9

2

Five Man Cave

10

1

Gable Cave

13

1

Unknown Cave

1

Belding's Cave

3

1

Bear Creek Cave
Devils Den Cave

31
32

2

Olmstead Cave

11

1

The Rock House Cave

21

1

Indian Cave (Injun Cave)
Craft's Cave
Waddell Cave (Leaf
River Cave)
Cat's Den Cave
(Tallahala Creek Cave)
Raleigh Sinks Cave
Waddell Sink Cave

7
8

6

6
39
36

Muddy Ridge Cave
Ripley Cave

24
42

2

Mingo Cave No. 1
Mingo Cave No.2
Nunley Cave

19
43
18

3

Land of Caves Number

27

6

4

Table 1. (Continued).

Warren
Winston
Wayne

One
Land of Caves Number
Two
Land of Caves Number
Three
Railroad Cave
Grubbs Wet Cave
(Collin's Cave)
Grubbs Dry Cave
(Cricket Cave)

19
28
29
30
25
26

Hough Cave

33

1

Nanih Waiya Cave
(Indian Cave)

12

1

5
17

11

Eucutta Cave
Graham Waterfall Cave
Indian Cave (Cave of the
Choctaws)
Lamar Graham Cave
(Graham's Cave)
West Quarry Cave
Number One
West Quarry Cave
Number Two
Little H Cave
Stanley Cave
Pitts Cave
Triple-H Cave
Ramey Pit

20
16
14
15
34
40
1
2
35

Total=44

Mississippi has not had any physical cave or karst science conducted in the past
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30 years. The last known physical cave or karst work that was published was the
aforementioned “Caves of Mississippi” (Knight and others, 1974), which while extremely
useful, is not a true scientific work. However, there have been some biological studies
done in Mississippi caves, such as “The Vertebrate Fauna of Mississippi Caves”, Cliburn
and Middleton, 1983; “Seasonal Use of Bridges by Rafineque’s Big-eared Bat,
Corynorhinus rafinesquii, in Southern Mississippi” Trousdale and Beckett, 2004; and
“Survey of Salamanders in Mississippi Limestone Caves”, Himes and others 2004.
Along with the “Caves of Mississippi”, the State Geological Surveys for each county can
be used to help locate specific outcrops and formations, even if the state surveys do not
specifically mention caves. Ironically, it has been the pseudokarst of Mississippi, that has
received the most recent scientific research (Lundquist and Varnedoe, 2006).
As mentioned in the “Caves of Mississippi” book (Knight, and others, 1974) there
are a total of forty-four caves located within the state. At the current moment that count
appears to be mostly correct, however the caves are not always specifically described in
the book as karst or pseudokarst features. The Knight and others (1974) provides some
decent information about the caves in Mississippi, especially as it breaks the cave
locations down by county. That source also gives cave descriptions and maps that were
acceptable for the time period in which it was published, but which fall far behind today’s
cartographic standards in terms of symbol use, equipment used, and sketch detail (e.g.
Dasher, 1994).

Karst features can be expected where soluble rocks appear at the surface in
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Mississippi. The Mississippi Geologic Surveys for each county were used to determine
where the limestone outcrops could be found. The Mississippi Geologic Survey
publications rarely mention caves; this could be because most of the surveys were printed
in the 1940’s when the value of caves as important geologic features was not established.
The Geological survey publications were very useful; however, when out looking for new
caves, as these older documents provided information on areas now obscured by human
development.
It was expected that the caves found in Mississippi would be classic conduit
caves, such as described in White (1988). Such caves have been defined by Palmer
(1991) as epigenic caves, meaning that they are formed by hydrologic linkage between
surface hydrology and meteorology, and are coupled to those hydraulic systems. Such
caves have discrete or diffuse inputs into the subsurface, and discrete outputs, or springs,
at a location down gradient from the inputs (Mylroie, 1984a). The other main
dissolutional cave type, hypogenic caves (Palmer, 1991), form in the subsurface by the
mixing of phreatic waters with different chemistries. Such caves are rare in the eastern
United States (Palmer, 1991), and are unlikely to be found in the low-relief coastal plain
environment of Mississippi.
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The main county geologic surveys used were Tippah, Union, Tishomingo, Attala,
Winston, Warren, Wayne, Smith, Jasper, and Rankin. A generalize stratigraphic column
for the karstic areas in the State of Mississippi is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Generalized Stratigraphic column of the Three Major Karstic areas in the state.

OLIGOCENE

PERIOD

SERIES/ GROUP

STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT

VICKSBURG
GROUP

GLENDON FORMATION

MARIANNA FORMATION

MISSISSIPIAN

CRETACEOUS
(GULF)
CARB.

PALEOZOIC

MESOZOIC

CENOZOIC

ER
A

SELMA
GROUP

OSAGEANMERAMECIAN
SERIES
IOWA GROUP

RIPLEY
FORMATION

UPPER
(LIMESTONE)
TONGUE

TUSCUMBIA FORMATION
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The oldest unit is Paleozoic limestone that outcrops in the northeast corner of the
state in Tishomingo County. The limestone is in the Tuscumbia Formation and ranges
from 0 to 240 feet thick (as the original source material gave values in feet and miles,
those units are used here). This formation outcrops along the Bear Creek about 1 mile
west of the Alabama line. “The Tuscumbia Formation is comprised of limestone. The
limestone is light to dark bluish gray in color. It is fossiliferous with mudstone and
wackestone” (Merrill, 1988). It also has some interbedded shales. The details can be
seen in the Tishomingo stratigraphic column in Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 3. Stratigraphic Column of Tishomingo County (Merrill, 1988)

QUARTERNARY

SYSTEM

SERIES

STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT

HOLOCENE SERIES

ALLUVIUM

PLEISTOCENE
SERIES

LOW ELEVATION
TERRACE DEPOSITS
HIGH ELEVATION
TERRACE DEPOSITS

EUTAW
FORMATION

TUSACALOOSA
UNDIFFERENTIATED

OSAGEANMERAMEC
IAN SERIES
IOWA
GROUP

MISSIPPIAN

TOMBIGBEE
SAND MEMBER

TUSCALOOSA GROUP

CHESTERIAN SERIES

DEVONIAN

COFFE FORMATION

EUTAW GROUP

CRETACEOUS

SELMA GROUP

KINDERHOOKIAN
SERIES
BRADFORDIAN
SERIES
LINDEN GROUP

LOWER EUTAW

McSHAN FORMATION

HARTSELLE
FORMATION
PRIDE MOUNTAIN
FORMATION
TUSCUMBIA
FORMATION
FORT
UPPER
PAYNE
LOWER
FORMATION
CHATTANOOGA
FORMATION
ROSS FORMATION
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Table 4. Lithologic Character of Karst area in Tishomingo County (Merrill, 1988)
STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT
TUSCUMBIA
FORMATION

LITHOLOGIC CHARACTER
LIMESTON, LIGHT TO DARK BLUISH GRAY, FOSSILIFEROUS,
BIOCLASTIC GRAINSTONE, WACKESTONE, AND MUDSTONE,
THIN TO THICK BEDDED, OCCASIONALLY MASSIVE BEDDED,
SOME CALCAREOUS SHALE INTERBEDS. LOWERMOST
STRATA CONTAIN BEDS OF CHERT, VERY DARK GRAY TO
BLACK; UPPERMOST STRATA CONTAIN GRAINSTONE, VERY
LIGHT GRAY, CROSS BEDDED; LOCAL OCCURRENCES OF
NODULAR CHERT.

The second karstic unit is Mesozoic and outcrops diagonally through the center of
the state from north to southeast, through the counties of Tippah and Union. The
limestone is in the Ripley Formation in the Upper Cretaceous (Gulf) series. The Ripley
formation in Tippah County is about 400 feet thick; although the formation is thick it
rarely outcrops. There are four members that make up the Ripley Formation, from oldest
to youngest these are (1) the transitional clay, (2) the Coon Creek tongue, (3) the
McNairy sand tongue, and (4) the upper (limestone) tongue. In Union County the Ripley
Formation is roughly 300 feet thick and contains the same four members as in Tippah
County. The details for the units can be seen in the Tippah stratigraphic column in
Tables 5 and 6.
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Table 5. Stratigraphic Column of Tippah County (Conant, 1941; 1942).
GROUP SERIES

FORMATION

MEMBER

PLEISTOCENE COLLUVIUM
PLIOCENE

ALLUVIUM

EOCENE
(WILCOX)

CENOZOIC

UNCONFORMITY
HOLLY SPRINGS
(?) SAND
ACKERMAN
FORMATION

PALEOCENE
(MIDWAY)

UNCONFORMITY

PORTERS CREEK
CLAY

CRETACEOUS
(GULF)

MESOZOIC

CLAYTON
FORMATION
UNCONFORMITY
OWL CREEK
FORMATION
UNCONFORMITY

RIPLEY
FORMATION

UPPER CLAY
MEMBER
BASAL SAND
MEMBER
BASAL CLAY
MEMBER
BAUXITE-KAOLINITE
MEMBER
UPPER
PHASE
TYPICAL PHASE
(INCLUDING TIPPAH
SAND)
BASAL PHASE
UPPER MEMBER
BASAL MEMBER

UPPER (LIMESTONE)
TONGUE
MCNAIRY SAND
TONGUE
COON CREEK
TONGUE
TRANSITIONAL CLAY
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Table 6. Lithologic Character of the Karst area in Tippah County (Conant, 1941; 1942).

RIPLEY FORMATION

FORMATION

MEMBER

LITHOLOGY

UPPER
(LIMESTONE)
TONGUE

LIMESTONE, MARL, AND SUBORDINATE SAND
AND SANDSTONE LAYERS; LIMESTONE
LAYERS HIGHLY FOSSILIFEROUS.

McNAIRY SAND
TONGUE

CROSS-BEDDED MICACEOUS MARINE SAND,
COMMONLY FERRUGINOUS; LOCALLY
IRREGULARLY INDURATED; CONTAINS AT
LEAST ON BED OF LIGHT-COLORED
LAMINATED CLAY ABOUT 5 FEET THICK

COON CREEK
TONGUE

BLUE-BLACK IMPURE MARLS, DARK
LAMINATED CLAYS, MANY LAMINAE AND
SCATTERED BEDS OF YELLOW SAND.

TRANSITIONAL
CLAY

HIGHLY CALCAREOUS GRAY SANDY CLAY,
SOMEWHAT FOSSILIFEROUS;
DISTINGUISHED BY THE PRESENCE OF ITS
SAND FROM THE UNDERLYING SELMA
CHALK INTO WHICH IT GRADES.

The third and final karstic unit is found in Cenozoic limestones that trend from
east to west in through the center of the state, and the counties are Wayne, Jones, Jasper,
Smith, Rankin, and Warren. These limestones are the Glendon and Marianna Formations
in the Vicksburg Group (Tables 7 and 8). As the formations trend westward the
Marianna Formation pinches out and the Glendon Formation becomes the predominant
formation. Westward, the Vicksburg Group becomes thicker, dips into the subsurface,
and rarely outcrops because it is covered with the loess and soil.

Table 7. Stratigraphic Column of Wayne County (May, 1974).

RECENT

GROUP STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT

PLEISTOCENE

ALLUVIUM

TERRACE DEPOSITS

CITRONELLE FORMATION

HATTIESBURG FORMATION

MIOCENE

QUATERNARY

SYSTEM SERIES
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CATAHOULA FORMATION

VICKSBURG

OLIGOCENE

BUCATUNNA FORMATION
BYRAM FORMATION
GLENDON FORMATION
MARIANNA FORMATION
MINT SPRINGS FORMATION

CLAIBORNE

RED BLUFF FORMATION
SHUBUTA CLAY
PACHUTA MARL
COCOA SAND
NORTH TWISTWOOD CREEK CLAY
MOODYS BRANCH FORMATION

YAZOO
FORMA
TION

JACKSON

FOREST HILL FORMATION

EOCENE

TERTIARY

PAYNES HAMMOCK FORMATION
CHICKASAWHAY FORMATION

COCKFIELD FORMATION
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Table 8. Lithologic Character of the Karst area in Wayne County (May, 1974).

VICKSBURG GROUP

GROUP STRATIGRAPHIC
UNIT

LITHOLOGIC CHARACTER

BUCATUNNA
FORMATION

CLAY, LIGHT TO DARK GRAY, SILTY TO
AREANACEOUS, MICACEOUS, CARBONACEOUS,
FOSSISLIFEROUS IN PART. MATERIAL IN UP-DIP
EROSIONAL LOWS ENCLUDES FINE TO MEDIUMGRAINED SAND AND BENTONITIC CLAYS

BYRAM
FORMATION

MARL, GREENISH GRAY OT DARK OLIVE GRAY,
ARGILLACEOUS TO ARENACEOUS, GLOUCONITIC,
FOSSILIFEROUS. FOSSILS OFTEN HAVE A
WEATHERED APPEARANCE.

GLENDON
FORMATION

LIMESTONE, MEDIUM GRAY TO LIGHT OLIVE
GRAY, FOSSILIFEROUS, PYRITIC, ARENACEOUS.
VERY HARD (LIMESTONE) LEDGES INTERBEDDED
WITH GRAY TO GREENISH MARLS.

MARIANNA
FORMATION

LIMESTONE, LIGHT GRAY TO YELLOWISH GRAY,
FOSSILIFEROUS, ARGILLACEOUS. SOFT AND MORE
HOMOGENEOUS THAN GLENDON, WITH HARD
LEDGE IN LOWER PART.

MINT SPRINGS
FORMATION

MARL, LIGHT GREENISH GRAY TO DARK GRAY,
ARGILLACEOUS TO ARENACEOUS,
FOSSILIFEROUS, GLAUCONITIC. IN SOME PLACES
DIFFICULT TO DISTINGUISH FROM MARIANNA.

Chapter III
METHODS OF INVESTIGATION
Data Collection
Cave surveyors need to be able to work in numerous situations where large
surface surveying equipment would be too bulky to maneuver and would be prone to
failure in the wet and dirty conditions.

There are many different cave surveying

instruments; however, the Suunto compass, inclinometer, and tape are current
instruments in use nationwide (Dasher, 1994), although some cavers still use a Brunton
compass (Figure 8). Cave surveying teams generally consist of four people; however, a
cave can be surveyed by two or three people (Mylroie, 1984b).

Figure 8. Cave surveying instruments. From left to right, fiberglass tape for distance
measurement, Suunto compass for azimuth measurement, Suunto inclinometer for
inclination measurements, and Brunton compass for combined azimuth and inclination
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measurements.
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Each person on the surveying team plays a specific role in the surveying process.
One person will be in charge of setting up for the next survey station. This person will
also take one end of the tape (usually the “dumb” end of the tape, named this way as it is
the end starting with zero). The second person is usually equipped with the other end of
the tape (the “smart” end, from which the actual values are read) and the surveying
instruments and is referred to as the “compass” person. This person will read the tape
and read the compass and inclinometer. The third person, often called the “book”,
records all the distances, azimuth, and inclination readings. This person also sketches the
cave to scale by describing the walls, ceiling, and floor detail and adding it to the hand
sketch. The first page of the cave survey will include date, the people involved and the
task each person performed. It will also include the types of instruments used, and the
scale of the sketch.

The order of data collection is tape, compass, and then the

inclinometer readings. The book person will write these readings down, calling them out
as the values are entered to confirm that what was written is what was measured. With
these readings the book person can make a detailed sketch of the cave passages. A fourth
person, commonly called the “rabbit”, may be present and will generally scout ahead and
choose the best route of survey. Once the cave survey is finished all of the data will be
reduced from the polar values (azimuth, distance and inclination) in which it was
collected, to rectangular or x-y-z coordinates for ease of plotting. This is commonly done
today by computer programs. Once the survey plot has been generated, then the sketch is
added around the survey skeleton to produce the actual map. Cave name, survey team,
date, survey instruments, and scale and north arrow are then placed on the map.

Data Processing
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Computers have changed the old techniques of pencil plots and sketches, with
later inking on Mylar, to computer-generated maps. There are several different types of
cave surveying software to use such as Compass®, Walls®, and Xara X®. For this
project the Walls®, and Xara X® software programs were used. First, all of the readings
are entered in to the software program to produce a line plot. Once this is produced then
the hand sketch is scanned into the program. Once the sketch is scanned in it is then laid
over the line plot in a different theme (or layer). Then the digitizing process can begin.
Digitizing is done by lining up the survey stations on the line plot with the ones on the
hand sketch and then tracing out the cave walls on the hand sketch into a new theme.
The cave map is a to-scale detailed map, including the survey stations, floor detail,
formations, and any other findings (such as archeological, biological, etc) that should be
noted. The map symbols used follow established protocols (Dasher, 1994).
Field work also used GPS instrumentation to fix cave locations in their proper
spatial position. The spatial position, when compared to the geologic maps of the
counties (where available), helped demonstrate that the cave has been developed in
known soluble rock. If the location does not match the soluble rocks on the geologic
map, then the cave is either pseudokarst, or an unknown soluble rock outcrop has been
discovered. The caves in Mississippi were located by the several different methods such
as the State Geologic Surveys, written cave reports, ridge walking, talking with local
residents in the karst regions, and also by talking with people who have had previous
experience with Mississippi caves.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The Cave and Karst Features of Mississippi
Descriptions and cave maps of the individual named cave features in Mississippi
are listed and presented alphabetically by county, and then alphabetically by cave name
within each county (Table 9 and 10 ). Twenty caves were mapped for this report. That
mapping connected two caves, reducing the cave number to 19. Seventeen of those caves
are karst caves, two are pseudokarst. Ten of the twenty caves surveyed in Mississippi
(nine karst and one pseudokarst) are found in the Vicksburg Group, which outcrops
diagonally through the state from east to west. Of the nine karst caves, three were new
discoveries. Five of the remaining caves surveyed are located in Tippah and Union
counties, in the Ripley Formation which outcrops vertically from the center of the state in
Winston County to the north central portion of the state in Tippah County. The
remaining three karst caves are found in the Paleozoic limestone which outcrops in the
northeastern portion of the state in Tishomingo County. One of these karst caves was a
new discovery. Individual pseudokarst caves were mapped in Rankin (in a non-carbonate
portion of the Vicksburg Group) and Winston counties. While Mississippi is not
nationally known for caves, there are two caves that are nationally known. The first is
Rock House Cave, located in Rankin County, known for forming from animals licking
the salt out of a sandstone ledge. The second is Nanih Waiya Cave, which is known as
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the birth place of the Choctaw Nation. While pseudokarst caves were not the focus of the
project, these two caves are well known in Mississippi, and have had material published
on them. They were mapped in part because their notoriety makes it important that they
be addressed in any project dealing with caves in the state. Of the remaining 28 caves
listed in Knight and others (1974), 13 are pseudokarst and are not included in a report on
dissolutional caves, and 17 were either destroyed (two are known to have been quarried
away), were not be visited because landowner permission could not be obtained, or
simply could not be located (some of which may have been destroyed). The most
obvious result of the project’s work is that the caves of Mississippi are few in number,
they are also short in length, and widely spread across the state. Most of the states that
are known for their cave and karst features, such as Indiana, Tennessee, Kentucky or
Missouri have a state cave survey. These surveys have a standard length that the cave
has to demonstrate in order to be considered a cave. For example, in Tennessee a cave
must be 30 feet in length to be considered a cave. If it is not 30 feet in length then it is
just considered to be a hole.

Table 9. List of caves that were located, mapped and described.
Counties
Rankin
Smith

Tippah
Tishomingo

Union

Winston

Wayne

Caves
The Rock
House Cave

MS Cave
#
21

Waddell
Cave (Leaf
River Cave)
Cat's Den
Cave
(Tallahala
Creek Cave)

6

Muddy
Ridge Cave

24

Mingo Cave
No. 1
Mingo Cave
No.2
Small Man
Cave
Land of
Caves
Number
One
Land of
Caves
Number
Two
Land of
Caves
Number
Three
Grubbs Wet
Cave
(Collin's
Cave)
Grubbs Dry
Cave
(Cricket
Cave)
Nanih
Waiya Cave
(Indian
Cave)

Number of
Caves per
County
1
2

4

Caves
surveyed

35

Geologic
unit

yes

Karst or
Pseudokarst
Pseudokarst

yes

Marianna

Karst

yes

Marianna

Karst

yes

Ripley

Karst

19

yes

Tuscumbia

Karst

43

yes

Tuscumbia

Karst

1
3

4

yes

Karst

27

yes

Ripley

Karst

28

yes

Ripley

Karst

29

yes

Ripley

Karst

25

yes

Ripley

Karst

yes

Ripley

Karst

partial

Unknown

Pseudokarst

26

12

1

Table 9. (Continued).
West Quarry
Cave
Number
One
West Quarry
Cave
Number
Two
Little H
Cave
Pitts Cave
Triple-H
Cave
Ramey Pit
Brair Cave
Beaver Dam
Cave
Tunnel
Vision Cave

36
Quarried
away

Glendon

Karst ?

15

Quarried
away

Glendon

Karst

34
1

yes
yes

Glendon
Glendon

Karst
Karst

2
35

yes
yes
yes

Glendon
Glendon
Glendon

Karst
Karst
Karst

yes

Glendon

Karst

yes

Glendon

Karst

14

9

37

Table 10. List of caves not located, mapped, or described.

Counties
Attala

Benton

Calhoun

Clairborne
Clarke
Copiah
Jasper
Jones

Lauderdale
Smith

Caves
Kosciusko
Cave
Zilpha
Creek
Cave
Lead
Cave
Spider
Lead
Cave
Bounds
Cave
Sandy
Hills Cave

MS
Cave #

caves
surveyed

Geologic unit

no

Unknown

Pseudokarst ?

no

Unknown

Pseudokarst ?

no

Unknown

Pseudokarst ?

no

Unknown

Pseudokarst ?

no

Unknown

Pseudokarst ?

no

Unknown

Pseudokarst ?

no

Unknown

Pseudokarst ?

no

Unknown

Pseudokarst ?

no

Unknown
Suspected

Pseudokarst ?

no

Glendon
Suspected

Karst ?

no

Glendon

Karst ?

no

Glendon

Karst ?

no

Unknown

Pseudokarst ?

7

no

Unknown

Karst ?

8

no

Unknown

Karst ?

37
38

23

2

41
9
10

Gable
Cave

13

Unknown
Cave

1
1
1
1

3

Bear
Creek
Cave
Devils
Den Cave

32

Olmstead
Cave

11

Indian
Cave
(Injun
Cave)
Craft's
Cave

2

22

Five Man
Cave

Belding's
Cave

Number of
Caves per
County
2

2

31
1
4

Karst or
Pseudokarst

Table 10. (Continued).
Raliegh
Sinks
Cave
Waddell
Sink Cave

Tippah
Tishomingo
Union
Warren
Wayne

38
39

no

Unknown

Karst ?

no

Unknown

Karst ?

no

Ripley

Karst

no

Unknown

Karst ?

no

Ripley

Karst ?

no

Unknown

Pseudokarst

5

no

Unknown

Karst ?

17

no

Unknown

Karst ?

20

no

Unknown

Karst ?

16

no

Unknown

Karst ?

40

no

Unknown

Karst ?

36

Ripley
Cave

42

Nunley
Cave

18

Railroad
Cave

30

Hough
Cave

33

Eucutta
Cave
Graham
Waterfall
Cave
Indian
Cave
(Cave of
the
Chactaws
)
Lamar
Graham
Cave
(Graham'
s Cave)
Stanley
Cave

1
1
1
1
5

The majority of cave and karst features were found on private owned land. Most
of the land has absentee ownership. Gaining access to privately owned land was time
consuming. The project was slow starting at first but gained momentum. There was an
additional problem in what the local definition of what a cave is, which resulted in a lot
of dead-end leads during field work. By being thorough in landowner communications it
was possible to increase the flow of quality information.
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The main source of information was provided by the “Caves of Mississippi” book
(Knight and others, 1974) which is now 30 years old. Many of the landmarks that were
used have been lost and most of the land has changed ownership. Over the last 30 years
some cave entrances have been in-filled or even destroyed. The majority of Mississippi
is coastal plain sediments with the exception of the northeast corner of the state which is
Paleozoic limestone. These younger, and weaker, coastal plain rocks do not outcrop well
and the lack of outcrops made cave entrance location difficult. The dense vegetation and
ground cover over the entire field of study makes ridge walking difficult and finding cave
entrances sometimes a matter of chance.
Attempts were made to contact the authors and the people that were involved in
the “Caves of Mississippi” project. It was difficult to obtain information from these
individuals, when they could be located. In most cases there was no record kept or the
information was explained from vague past memories. In the few cases where there were
detailed records the authors were not very willing to disclose this information for cave
protection purposes. Many people contacted explicitly asked that their names not be
revealed.
Attempts were made to reach other science groups that were monitoring animal
populations who visited or lived in caves, such as bats. The bat group was difficult to
work with because they were extremely tight with their information. It is understandable
because they feared that another science group visiting the caves would disrupt their
ongoing research. No cave location information could be obtained from any biological
research group involved with cave studies, even with intervention by Dr. Mylroie.
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The vulnerability of caves to damage means that cave location data are commonly
restricted. The following cave descriptions do not give specific location data. As this
thesis will be submitted electronically in a digital data base format, and become available
to anyone with access to the MSU website, specific location data have been withheld.
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Cave Descriptions
Rankin County
Rock House Caves 1, 2, and 3
The area known as the Rock House actually contains three small caves. These
caves are considered pseudokarst because they exist in sandstone of the Catahoula
Formation (Carey and Middleton, 1973). The suggested mode of formation of these
caves is quite interesting. The sandstone actually contains a large amount of salt (0.52 to
2.12%), and has apparently been used by a variety of animals as a natural salt lick; as a
result the cave may owe its formation to this animal activity (Carey and Middleton, 1973;
Lundquist and Varnedoe, 2006). It is possible to see “cusps” on the walls of the caves
that are perhaps evidence of licking action. Activity of this type by animals is defined as
geophagy, and is implicated in modification and enlargement of lava tubes in Kenya,
Africa (Lundberg and McFarlane, 2003). The largest of the three caves is a single room,
approximately 3m by 4m in size. The other two caves are small shelter caves (Figures 912).

Figure 9. Map of Rock House Cave in Rankin County.
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Figure 10. North entrance to Rock House Cave.

Figure 11. South entrance to Rock House Cave.
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Figure 12. West cave entrance in Rock House Cave hat for scale. Hat
is 22 cm long.
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Smith County
Cat’s Den Cave
This cave system is found near the top of an outcrop that runs southwest to
northeast, and has a total of four entrances (Figure 13-16). The first entrance is located at
the southwest end of the outcrop, and is not humanly passable. The next, second,
entrance to the northeast is also too small for exploration, but is known to connect with
the cave. Farther to the northeast, the third entrance is a low crawlway, which turns east
and intersects the passage from the fourth entrance after approximately 6m. From this
intersection, the passage continues east for a short distance before coming to another
intersection. Continuing farther east leads to a low room with a number of small
passageways too small to explore. Taking a right turn leads to another crawlway that
contains a number of attractive speleothems such as columns, draperies and rimstone
dams. This passageway continues for another 15m before ending at a speleothem
blockage in another small room. From this room an extremely tight passage leads to the
second entrance.
This cave formed in the Marianna Limestone of the Vicksburg Group, which is very
fossiliferous. It is somewhat maze-like, with a maximum ceiling height of ~1.25m. An
interesting and somewhat disturbing aspect of this cave was the profuse amount of
mosquitoes present in the passages near the entrances on the day visited. Other
organisms found in the cave included snails and a salamander. The total surveyed length
of this cave was 100.1 meters (Figures13-16).

Figure 13. Map of Cat’s Den Cave in Smith County.
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Figure 14. Entrance 3 of Cat’s Den Cave.

Figure 15. Crawl passage of Cat’s Den Cave.
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Figure 16. Active speleothem formation in Cat’s Den Cave.

Waddell Cave
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The main entrance to the cave is ~ 1.5 meters wide and two meters in height. The
cave system is set in the Marianna Limestone Formation in the Vicksburg Group. The
cave system has a stream flowing out of it year round, and therefore acts as a spring or
resurgence. There are fairly high sandy silt banks at the entrance of the cave that suggest
the cave floods at least partially during strong rain events. The cave system has a
meandering stream pattern. There are a series of stoop-ways (~1m high) and crawlways
(< 1 m high) that connect to some relatively large chambers. There are about four
breakdown chambers in the cave system. The largest chamber in the cave system is ~ six
meters in diameter and the smallest chamber is ~ 2.5 meters in diameter. Towards the
end of the cave passage there is a large pool of water that is ~ two meters in diameter and
about 10.15cm from the ceiling. The pool of water is ~ one meter deep. Past this pool of
water there is about eight meters of passage before it becomes too small for human
exploration. There a total of 34 survey station for a total of 235 meters of cave passage
(Figures 17-20). There were numerous cave crickets and bats in the cave system.

Figure 17. Map of Waddell Cave in Smith County.
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Figure 18. Entrance to Waddell Cave.

Figure 19. Chamber in main passage in Waddell Cave.
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Figure 20. High water in main passage near sump in Waddell Cave.

Tippah County
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Muddy Ridge Cave
Muddy Ridge Cave consists of a single stream passage with five entrances. The
main entrance occurs at the resurgence of the stream and is approximately three meters
wide and one meter in height, with breakdown right at the mouth. The other four
entrances are sinkhole karst-windows that occur 40m, 42m, 57m and 59m upstream from
the main entrance.
The first fifteen meters of passage is walking passage, but the farther one travels
upstream, the smaller the passage gets. By survey station 19, at 59m from the main
entrance, the passage is reduced to belly-crawl size and has a floor of mud 8-10cm deep.
The majority of the cave is a bedrock stream channel with smooth, rounded surfaces. At
a number of spots along the passage pieces of bedrock protrude from the sidewalls,
apparently as a result of incised meanders and bedding plane dissolution.
There is an abundance of organic material in the cave due to the connectivity with
the surface through the sinkhole entrances. The presence of biota within the cave was
limited to a salamander and a few crickets. According to past verbal accounts, baby
water moccasins have been found in this cave. Muddy Ridge Cave is found in the Ripley
Limestone of the Selma Group, and the total survey length of the cave is approximately
64.4m (Figures 21-24).

Figure 21. Map of Muddy Ridge Cave.
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Figure 22. Entrance 5 to Muddy Ridge Cave.

Figure 23. Entrance 4 to Muddy Ridge Cave.
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Figure 24. Main entrance to Muddy Ridge Cave.

Tishomingo County
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Cave Springs (Mingo Cave 1 and Mingo Cave 2)
The cave’s main entrance is an elongated sink with caves at either end. The caves
are set in the Tuscumbia Limestone formation in Paleozoic limestone. However, the
caves and original sinkhole formation has a cap rock set in sandstone the Pride Mountain
Formation. The western most portion of the cave is a shelter cave. The eastern most
portion of the cave has ~ 28.58 meters of passage before it sumps. The passage continues
as water-filled passage, yet it is undetermined how far this water-filled passage continues.
There are a total of 18 survey stations with a total of 154.4 meters of survey. There were
a few cave crickets and non-troglodytic salamander in the cave (Figures 25-29).

Figure 25. Map of Cave Springs (Mingo Cave 1 and Mingo Cave 2) in Tishomingo County.
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Figure 26. Sign out side of Cave Springs along Natchez Trace.

Figure 27. Southwest entrance to Cave Springs.
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Figure 28. Main passage in Cave Springs.

Figure 29. Sump in Cave Springs.

Small Man Cave
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This small cave has a total length of 2.0 m and appears to be a fragment of a small
conduit truncated by surface erosion (Figure 30). The back end of the cave is blocked by
sediment. It is developed in the Pride Mountain Formation above the Tuscumbia
Limestone. While not mapped because of its small size, it is recorded here as it may
represent a past groundwater flow route.

Figure 30. Rock hammer in entrance to Small Man Cave.

Union County
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Grubb’s Dry Cave
Grubb’s dry cave is located in a small drainage, within an outcrop of the Upper
Limestone Tongue, which is part of the Ripley Formation. It consists mainly of one long,
wide, low room with a couple of short small passages leading off to the north and to the
southeast. There is a single, low and wide entrance running east-west, with a number of
short flowstone columns present on the eastern side of the entrance. Exploration of the
main room ceased due to sediment infill, but the passage could be seen to continue
beyond the constriction. The average height of the ceilings is approximately one meter,
and there is evidence of anastomoses development on the ceiling, representative of
phreatic conditions during cave development.
The total survey length of the cave is 67.84 meters. There are a large number of
crickets present in this cave. There was also a single bat present, as well as the remains
of a number of small animals towards the back of the cave (Figures 31-32).

Figure 31. Map of Grubb’s Dry Cave in Union County.
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Figure 32. Entrance to Grubb’s Dry Cave.

Grubb’s Wet Cave
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Grubb’s Wet Cave exists in a rock outcrop within a small drainage basin. It is a
single, meandering stream passage with one entrance, which is approximately 1.5 meters
high and two meters wide. The passage is stoop-way for the first 26 meters, and then
becomes a crawlway and eventually a belly crawl. Upon entering the crawlway, one
notices the large amount of clay infill, which eventually causes the passage to pinch out.
The clay is initially wet and then dries out towards the back of the cave.
Historical accounts of this cave suggested that it was much longer than the 72.8
meters recorded during this survey. While many of the claims may have been folk tales,
it is possible that recent logging caused increased erosion and infilling of the cave with
clay. This cave is formed in the Upper Limestone Tongue which is part of the Ripley
Formation. There were a number of crickets and frogs found in the cave (Figures 33-34).

Figure 33. Map of Grubb’s Wet Cave in Union County.
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Figure 34. Entrance to Grubb’s Wet Cave.

Land Of Caves 1 & 2
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Land of Caves 1 consists of a large, tunnel-shaped upper passage with entrances
at either end of the tunnel, and a windy, maze-like lower passage. A small stream enters
the cave at Entrance 2 (as labeled in the cave survey) and continues for approximately 30
meters before dropping into a lower passageway (previously Land of Caves 2) and exits
approximately 20 meters downstream of Entrance 1 (as labeled on the survey). The
lower passage winds through the large breakdown blocks from the upper passage, and
parallels and joins the upper passage a number of times before descending in a couple of
small drops to Entrance 3. The original survey described another entrance in the lower
passage, which was not evident during this survey.
Land of Caves 1 appears to have formed in a relatively thick layer of limestone,
which is apparently the Upper Limestone Tongue of the Ripley Formation. The upper
passage is approximately 45m long. It contains a number of large breakdown blocks near
Entrance 1 and has had substantial amounts of clay in-fill near Entrance 2, through which
the stream has cut on its way to the lower level. The lower passage contains a stream
channel that has been well worn into the limestone bedrock. There are a number of small
speleothems in the cave, but no noticeable biota (January 2005) (Figures 35-37).

Figure 35. Map of Land of Caves 1 & 2 in Union County.
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Figure 36. Entrance 2 to Land of Caves 1 and 2.
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Figure 37. Entrance 2 to Land of Caves 1 and 2. Entrance 3 at bottom
of photo.

Land Of Caves 3
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Land of Caves 3 consists of one large room approximately 12m deep with three
small passages leading off of the main room. The cave has one large entrance, which is
about 9m wide. Only one of the smaller passages was large enough for exploration, and
is only traversable for approximately 4m before it becomes too small. Land of Caves 3 is
roughly 50m downstream of Land of Caves 1, and exists in the same rock unit (Figures
38-39 ).

Figure 38. Map of Land of Caves 3 in Union County.
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Figure 39. Entrance to Land of Caves 3

Wayne County
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Beaver Dam Cave
Beaver Dam Cave is a small cave located on the side of a small creek. There is an
active stream flowing out of the cave. The cave is located in the Marianna Limestone of
the Vicksburg Group. The cave was found by walking a short distance up a side valley.
Above the cave, there is an area with extensive sinkhole development. Some of the
sinkholes obviously take a large amount of water during rain events, but none were
enterable (Figures 40-41).

Figure 40. Map of Beaver Cave in Wayne County.
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Figure 41. Entrance to Beaver Dam Cave.

Briar Cave
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Briar Cave is set in the Glendon Limestone Formation in the Vicksburg Group.
The cave is found in a sinkhole, which is part of the sinkhole complex that contains
Ramey Pit. The entrance to the cave is ~0.25 meters in diameter. The cave passage has a
meandering stream pattern, and is all belly-crawl in about five to eight centimeters of
water. After ten meters the passage becomes too small for further human exploration.
There were a total of four survey stations with a total length of ten meters (Figure 42).

Figure 42. Map of Briar Cave in Wayne County.
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Little H Cave
Little-H cave is a small cave at the bottom of a sinkhole, due east of Triple-H
cave. The cave is located in the Glendon Limestone Formation of the Vicksburg Group.
The sinkhole is approximately 3m deep. The cave passage is a short crawlway,
approximately 4m long and ends in a sump. Little-H cave is believed to be an extension
of Triple-H cave (Figures 43-44).

Figure 43. Map of Little H Cave in Wayne County.
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Figure 44. Entrance to Little H Cave.

Ramey Pit Cave
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Ramey Pit is Mississippi’s only pit cave. The cave is located in Marianna
Formation in the Vicksburg Group. It is located in the same sinkhole complex as Briar
cave and has a total depth of approximately 10m. The entrance to the pit is
approximately 1m by 2m in size and there is enough room at the bottom of the pit for two
to three people to stand comfortably. The floor is gravel and there is a small active
stream in the cave. An adjacent room was inaccessible at the time of survey due to the
presence of bats. Historical accounts of the cave mention a second pit entrance to the
cave, but this entrance could not be located during the survey. Recent deforestation may
have led to increased erosion of the area surrounding Ramey Pit, causing the entrance to
be in-filled with clay (Figures 45-47).

Figure 45. Map of Ramey Pitts in Wayne County.
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Figure 46. Entrance to Ramey Pit Cave.

Figure47. Repelling down Ramey Pit Cave.

Triple H Cave
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The entrance to Triple-H Cave is located at the bottom of a small drainage basin,
and water from that drainage sinks directly into the cave during wet periods. The
entrance is low and wide, approximately 1m by 2m, and opens up directly into a small
room with breakdown. The passage continues from this point as a crawlway on cobbles
for roughly five meters, after which it becomes walking passage as a vadose canyon.
Another 20m brings one to a small room with a crawlway passage leading off to the left,
which may serve as another insurgence during rainy periods. This passage pinches out
after a short distance.
The main passage continues downstream for approximately 12m before one is
forced to climb over a small pool, a flowstone mound, and another small pool. After
another 35m of winding walking passage, one enters a large room, with a large sloping
mound of clay. A short passages leads off to the left, and ends in a wall. A low
crawlway follows the watercourse for approximately 8m before becoming too small for
further exploration.
At the top of the clay slope, a short squeeze leads to an upper crawlway passage
leads off to the right for 15m before ending in a wall. To the left, the passage continues
for approximately 10m before turning sharply to the left and becoming very small. A
tight squeeze around a corner admits one to the keyholes. A number of pits in connect to
the lower passage and the watercourse. The upper passage now travels directly above the
lower passage and connects via a number of pits approximately 3m deep. The survey
ended approximately 10m past the first keyhole squeeze. The cave continues beyond the
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last survey station at least 40 or 50m, but proved extremely difficult for the survey team
to reach.
The cave is located in the Glendon Limestone of the Vicksburg Group and
currently has 47 survey stations with a total length of 176.9 meters, making it third
longest in Mississippi. It is believed that the stream in Triple-H cave resurges in Little-H
cave, which is a short distance to the east. Triple-H is known to be a hibernaculum for a
number of bat species, and did contain a few bats during the time of survey. Other biota
were scarce, but did include spiders, crickets, and mosquitoes (Figures 48-52).

Figure 48. Map of Triple H Cave in Wayne County.
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Figure 49. Main entrance to Triple H Cave.

Figure 50. Beginning of crawling passage in Triple H Cave.
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Figure 51. Crawling passage in Triple H Cave.
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Figure 52. Walking passage in Triple H Cave.
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Tunnel Vision Cave
Tunnel Vision Cave is a short ways upstream from Beaver Dam Cave. The cave
is located in the Glendon Limestone of the Vicksburg Group. The active surface stream
insurges at the western end of the cave and resurges at the eastern end of the cave. The
cave is a bypass through a small ridge and contained a large volume of organic debris,
which limited exploration (Figure 53).

Figure 53. Map of Tunnel Vision Cave in Wayne County.
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William’s Cave (Pitt’s Cave)
William’s Cave is one the most well-known caves in Mississippi, but is known to
most as Pitt’s Cave, which was the original name. William’s Cave is the longest cave
known in Mississippi at almost 420 m. It is found in the Glendon Limestone of the
Vicksburg Group and consists of two passage loops, and two enterable entrances.
Entrance 1 (the northernmost entrance) is approximately 2m high, 2m wide and faces
east, while Entrance 2 (the southernmost entrance) is approximately 2-3 m wide, 2m
high, and faces south.
From Entrance 1, there is walking passage for about 25 meters until a tight
squeeze admits one into a small room with a number of formations. Two passages lead
off of this room. The passage to the right west quickly leads to another fork, where the
right south, southwest passage ends in a sump after a short distance. To the left east of
the fork is a high vadose canyon with significant clay infill. This passage eventually
leads to a relatively large room at Entrance 2.
The passage that leads to the left east at the first junction is a canyon stream
passage, typically between 1-2m high. After approximately 35 meters of this winding
passage one comes to yet another fork. Taking the right-hand south, southwest fork leads
directly to Entrance 2 through 26 meters of stoop/crawlway. The left fork north,
northeast starts out as walking stream passage that gets progressively lower, and wetter.
This passage eventually becomes a crawlway that has been known to flood to the ceiling

during high water conditions. Continuing through the tight space brings one to a larger
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passageway and still another intersection. The stream takes the left north, northwest fork
where it apparently resurges at the Chicksawhay River. This passageway contained a lot
of organic debris, stagnant water, and noticeably bad air.
The right south fork continues as a vadose canyon walking passage. It is
extremely wet and muddy, and at one point the mud is waist deep and resembles the
consistency of peanut butter. This passage eventually returns to Entrance 2. The room at
Entrance 2 is approximately 4m high and contains a small waterfall.
There were a total of 111 survey stations and 419.4m of surveyed passage. This
cave serves as a hibernaculum for a number of bat species, such as the Eastern Pipistrelle.
Other observed biota included salamanders, crickets, and crayfish, which were likely
non-troglodytic (Figures 54-55).

Figure 54. Map of William’s Cave (Pitt’s Cave) in Wayne County.
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Figure 55. Entrance to Williams (Pitts) Cave.

Winston County
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Nanih Waiya Cave
The main passage is set in a mound. The cave is located in the Upper Grampian
Hills shale. The main entrance is ~ 0.75 meters in width and one meter in height. The
cave passage has some structure to it yet it is a pseudokarst feature. The cave passage is
~ eight meters in length and then sumps (Figures 56-58). The cave has important
significance to Native Americans. This is the only cave in the state that was used as
shelter.

Figure 56. Entrance to Nanih Waiya Cave.
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Figure 57. Sump in cave passage of Nanaih Waiya Cave.

Figure 58. Bats in Nanaih Waiya Cave.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

The final results of the project yielded twenty caves located and mapped by
modern standards, not as many as the 44 caves from the “Caves of Mississippi” book
(Knight and others, 1974). However, four new caves were discovered and mapped. Of
the “missing” 28 caves, 11 are pseudokarst and were not investigated for this study,
which focused on dissolutional karst caves. Two karst caves are known to have been
quarried away. The remaining 15 karst caves could not be located, or had access
forbidden. Of the 20 caves mapped, two were pseudokarst. Because of their notoriety, it
was felt they needed to be properly catalogued. The results could have mainly been
affected by the 30 years of urban growth and development. There were a few problems
with the project: 1) locating cave-related data in Mississippi is hard to do and 2) and it is
difficult to locate caves and karst features in a climate were seasonal change allows the
dropped foliage to cover cave entrances.
Mississippi does not have an active NSS Grotto or cave clubs like much of the
other karst areas in the U.S. This project shows how important it is to have some sort of
caving community in karst areas of all types, to successfully conduct exploration,
mapping, and research projects that involve caves and karst features.
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Despite these difficulties, the data collected are very useful, as they provide
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detailed cave maps and description that can be used by those with a professional interest
in caves, such as geologists, hydrologists, biologists, archeologists, and land-use
managers. The National Park Service has accepted the final report produced from the
work described here, and the data will be included in the Digital Karst Map program, of
the U.S. Geological Survey.
An important product of the thesis work described here is a digital database. The
work did make a number of useful discoveries. First, cave location determination varies
over time. Entrances become blocked, covered or otherwise obscured and cannot be relocated, as at Ramey Pit Cave. When caves become connected by exploration that
changes the overall cave count for the state, as at Land of Caves 1 & 2, which are now
one cave. Caves may be destroyed by reservoirs, quarries, road building, and other
engineering projects, creating confusion as to the actual original hydrological system of
the surrounding land. While an unknown cave can be an engineering nuisance during
road or building construction, it can have major consequences if the cave drains a valley
for which a reservoir has been planned. Such an outcome is possible for a planned
reservoir in Smith County. The loss of once-known caves means that archival cave data
are very important for future land management, as modern searches cannot assume to
locate all existing caves. Historical records may be much more valuable than previously
thought. Caves described in historical records, caves that cannot be located today, may
be truly lost, and not a matter of poorly written historical accounts.
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A second important outcome of the study, as noted earlier, was the difficulty of
locating caves during the field work. This difficulty was in part due to the nature of
coastal plain geology, as previously described, but also the result of the lack of a
recreational caving infrastructure in Mississippi. It has long been recognized (e.g. Pate,
1995) that the recreational caving community is an excellent source of labor when it
comes to discovering, mapping, and managing caves, especially those on federal
property, such as caves in the U.S. National Park system. MSU students interested in
recreational caving were an important labor pool for this research, but it was a limited
pool and many more cavers could have been successfully utilized. More importantly, the
lack of a recreational caver community meant that cave location information was not
readily available (such information can be hard to get in any case as secrecy is an
important aspect of cave preservation). That cave information also did not get regularly
updated by cavers to reflect changes due to natural and human processes. Additionally,
landowners did not have experience with caves and cavers, which made them ignorant of
what caves and karst features they owned, and suspicious of people who wanted to visit
the caves. The vast majority of all cave information available in the U.S. is the result of
recreational cavers working as volunteers on their own time (Mylroie and Sasowsky,
2004). When that amateur pool is not available, what appear to be simple projects, such
as cave mapping in Mississippi, become major tasks. The lack of continued recreational
use of caves means that caves become lost or blocked, and simply disappear from the
database. Many government and private agencies that own land and must manage cave
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and karst resources, will find the Mississippi cave documentation experience interesting
and important.
The karst caves of Mississippi appear to fit the epigenic model of Palmer (1991).
They appear closely coupled to the surface hydrology. Based on changes inside caves
since the publication of Knight and others (1974) over 30 years ago, the caves are
reacting to land use changes. Sedimentation and infilling of cave passages seems to be
occurring, as noted Grubbs Wet Cave and Williams (Pitts) Cave, and may be related to
land use practices, such as logging, which are well known to cause such problems in
caves (Harding, 1986).
Hypogenic caves, which tend to be deep and isolated from surface hydrology, are
much less affected by land use changes. None of the karst caves studied showed any
indication that they were hypogenic in origin. They all appeared to be well coupled to
the surface hydrology. In the few cases where the caves were not active components of
the current hydrologic cycle, it seemed clear from their position and orientation that they
were once part of that cycle.
Pseudokarst caves were not the focus of this investigation, but two were mapped
because of their high profile, one as an example of geophagy (Rock House Cave in
Rankin County), and the second as a place of importance to Native Americans (Nanih
Waiya Cave in Winston County). The fact that pseudokarst caves have more recognition
in Mississippi than do the karst caves that out number them, is unusual.
Overall, Mississippi has a limited number of karst caves which are small in size.
Given the scarcity of limestone in Mississippi, this is not unusual. What limestone units

exist are thin, and outcrop in relatively low relief settings. As a result, cave forming
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processes have been restricted. Despite the low number of the caves, and their small size,
they are locally important to the hydrology. Contamination risks are evident, as well as
civil engineering problems such as land collapse and sinkhole flooding. In Mississippi
contamination of the aquifer can be caused by a number of things such as cattle farming,
chicken farming, or the planting of agricultural products and then fertilizing and the
spraying of pesticides, as well as industrial pollution. Future engineering projects, such
as dam construction, absolutely need to have the cave and karst information for
Mississippi.
Future work in Mississippi karst should attempt to continue the mapping of
known caves, the location and mapping of “lost” caves, and the discovery and mapping
of new caves. As the cave database becomes more complete, then actual testing of
hydrologic subsurface flow paths by using stream tracing can begin. Such stream tracing
will allow water budgets and contamination risks to be established.
Caves are well known in the biological community as a repository of a varied
biological fauna. Less well known are the archeological, mineralogical, and
paleontological resources in Mississippi caves. Caves are data repositories. Secondary
calcite precipitates, such as stalagmites, are well known as storehouses of
paleoclimatological information. Given that such deposits cannot be found going west
from middle Mississippi until one reaches the Balcones fault zone of Texas, as there are
no karst caves in that distance, the paleoclimatological data in Mississippi caves may be
an important data record.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study explored and documented twenty two caves, 18 karst features and two
pseudokarst features, in Mississippi. No inventory of karst features or pseudokarst
features of Mississippi (or any state) can claim to have documented every feature. There
were two lessons learned from this project. The first is that it is difficult to launch a
systematic survey of karst and pseudokarst features if there is no active recreational caver
community to use for information and labor. The second is that coastal plain geology
which has low relief topography and poor-indurated rocks make it difficult to locate
outcrops and cave entrances. Locating caves is hard work and the common ridge walking
techniques that work well in Paleozoic limestone in other karst areas such as the
Appalachians or the interior lowland plateaus do not work well in this coastal plain
environment.
The caves of Mississippi are epigenic caves, coupled to the current surface
hydrology, and are therefore vulnerable to land use changes. The single most interesting
cave in Mississippi is not a karst cave, but a pseudokarst cave where geophagy seems to
have been an important component of cave development.
Further study of Mississippi caves will have many benefits in both the basic and
applied research arena.
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